
 

Ace Attorney: Spirit of Justice Now in Session, 
with Free Costume Pack! 

Hi Gamers, 
 
It’s time to embark on a legal adventure with co-stars Phoenix Wright and Apollo Justice as Phoenix Wright: Ace 
Attorney – Spirit of Justice is out now! All the courtroom drama is available today digitally on the Nintendo eShop 
for the Nintendo 3DS family of systems for $29.99 / £24.99 / €29.99. A launch trailer and new screens can be 
downloaded from the Court Record at press.capcom.com. 
 
Those who purchase the game within the first week of release will be treated to a free character costume pack. The 
pack includes intimidating attire based on the loan shark Furio Tigre for Phoenix, a studious school uniform for Apollo, 
and an all-frills waitress costume from the series’ French restaurant Trés Bien for Athena. After September 14, the 
costume pack will be available to purchase for $0.99 / £0.89 / €0.99. 
 
The courtroom adventures will continue throughout the month as new DLC is released every Thursday through the 
end of September. Players can look forward to the release of two short stories, each bundled with a unique pixel art 
Nintendo 3DS theme, followed by the release of a full-length extra episode titled “Turnabout Time Traveler.” Stay 
tuned in the coming weeks for additional case details! 
  

 9/15 – “Phoenix Wright: Asinine Attorney” short story and 3DS theme ($3.99 / £3.59 / €3.99) 

 9/22 – “Apollo Justice: Asinine Attorney” short story and 3DS theme ( $3.99 / £3.59 / €3.99) 

 9/29 – “Turnabout Time Traveler” full-length extra episode ($5.99 / £5.39 / €5.99) 

 

About Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney – Spirit of Justice 

Phoenix travels to a foreign new courtroom in the Kingdom of Khura’in, where mysterious séance trials decide the 

fate of all defendants. Brand new to the series is the Divination Séance gameplay mechanic that allows the player to 

revisit the last moments of a victim’s life. Players must fight to unravel the discrepancies and contradictions between 

the Insight of new adversary Royal Priestess Rayfa and what is shown in the séance. Meanwhile, Apollo Justice 

faces his own challenges holding down the fort at the Wright Anything Agency, as he takes on a case that will have 

explosive implications as he fights to bring about justice. 

 

Join new characters and returning favorites like Phoenix, Maya and more of the colorful cast to solve puzzling 

mysteries and watch this new courtroom drama unfold. With the touch features of the Nintendo 3DS, exciting 

investigative techniques are all at players’ fingertips like exploring crime scenes, dusting for fingerprints and  
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